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Abstract
We propose a novel methodology for feature screening in the clustering of massive datasets, in which both the number
of features and the number of observations can potentially be very large. Taking advantage of a fusion penalization
based convex clustering criterion, we propose a highly scalable screening procedure that efficiently discards non-
informative features by first computing a clustering score corresponding to the clustering tree constructed for each
feature, and then thresholding the resulting values. We provide theoretical support for our approach by establishing
uniform non-asymptotic bounds on the clustering scores of the “noise” features. These bounds imply perfect screen-
ing of non-informative features with high probability and are derived via careful analysis of the empirical processes
corresponding to the clustering trees that are constructed for each of the features by the associated clustering proce-
dure. Through extensive simulation experiments, we compare the performance of our proposed method with other
screening approaches popularly used in cluster analysis and obtain encouraging results. We demonstrate empirically
that our method is applicable to cluster analysis of big datasets arising in single-cell gene expression studies.
Keywords: Convex clustering, empirical processes, high-dimensionality, modality detection, non-asymptotic
screening rate, RNA-Seq data, single-cell biology.
1. Introduction
We consider the problem of feature screening in large scale cluster analysis. Clustering is one of the most popular
unsupervised classification techniques; it is widely used in a myriad of statistical applications for stratification and sub-
population identification [21, 29, 45]. In recent years, due to massive advancements in the modern data collection and
assimilation techniques, very big datasets, with both a large number of observations and a large number of features,
have been generated with increasing frequency. Classical clustering methods (see, e.g., Chap. 14 of Friedman et al.
[22]) are either computationally challenging or ineffective for conducting segmentation analysis of such massive
modern data. In many scientific applications, when the dimension of the data is very high, most of the coordinates
(i.e., features) contain very little information regarding the grouping structure. Classical clustering methods, which do
not reduce the dimension of the data, suffer, because the agglomerative effects of the large number of “noise” features
conceal important clustering information available in a relatively smaller number of “signal” features.
Recently developed clustering algorithms, which exploit the underlying sparseness, are effective in dealing with
high-dimensional data; see, e.g., [3, 10, 35, 56]. We propose herein a scalable computationally efficient approach,
entitled COSCI (COnvex Screening for Cluster Information), that can efficiently weed out the features that are non-
informative for clustering. As a nonparametric approach, COSCI has competitive advantages over the popular Gaus-
sian mixture based parametric techniques [3, 4]. Unlike the nonparametric density estimation based screening tech-
niques, COSCI is very scalable, and can successfully handle datasets with more than one million observations. Our
proposed procedure discards non-informative features by first computing a clustering score for the clustering tree
constructed for each feature, and then thresholding the resulting values. We provide the theoretical motivation for our
approach by establishing uniform non-asymptotic bounds on the clustering scores of the noise features.
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Our theoretical results are a significant extension of the univariate results in Radchenko and Mukherjee [43]. We
rely herein on a more careful analysis of the empirical processes corresponding to the clustering trees constructed for
each feature by the associated clustering procedure. We derive a stronger tail probability bound for the clustering score
of each feature, which then allows us to establish a uniform bound for all the clustering scores of the non-informative
features in the high-dimensional setting, where the number of such features can be extremely large. Using this uniform
bound, we infer that under mild regularity conditions on the population distribution, the proposed COSCI algorithm
will discard the non-informative features and perfectly select the informative features with very high probability.
High-dimensional datasets arising in modern biology, econometrics, engineering, text mining and signal process-
ing [33] require a significant degree of feature screening for subsequent application of a clustering algorithm. We
illustrate the applicability of COSCI for making scientific discoveries through the analysis of single cell biological
data. Emerging technologies, such as single-cell mass cytometry [6], next-generation sequencing [39] and micro-
fluidic methods [15, 55], have recently enabled us to collect gene and protein expression information for each cell
[53]. The resulting datasets, which are not only very high-dimensional but also contain a large number of cellular
observations, serve as invaluable resources for the characterization of the cellular hierarchy in multi-cellular organ-
isms. Often, the biological question associated with these datasets is the identification of homogeneous cellular
sub-populations based on the differential expression patterns of the genes. The composition of these sub-populations
is subsequently analyzed to detect interesting structures.
Recently, several algorithms such as viSNE [1], Wanderlust [5], ECLAIR [26], SPADE [42], SLIDE [46] and
Scaffold maps [49] have been developed for conducting such sub-population analysis for single cell data. Most of
these methods conduct either dimension reduction through PCA related methods or handle large sample sizes via
down-sampling. While these algorithms are widely used, they lack appropriate mathematical guarantees to show that
the resulting sub-populations are not due to random fluctuations and will be reproducible across datasets generated
from experiments conducted under similar conditions. Furthermore, the use of techniques such as PCA to reduce
dimensionality in these settings can be called into question [11] because (a) the inferred sub-populations may not be
sparse in the expression patterns of the genes, in which case PCA has been theoretically proven to produce inconsistent
results [36]; (b) there is no guarantee that cluster information is aligned in the direction of maximum variance.
As a motivational example, consider the problem of cellular sub-population detection in a single-cell RNAseq data
analyzed in Giecold et al. [26] (henceforth referred to as G16). This massive dataset holds the expression levels of
p = 8716 genes for n = 2730 mice bone marrow cells [41]. One of the key scientific objectives is to infer the lineage
pattern of the identified sub-populations based on 33 lineage markers. If the sub-populations differ with respect to
a relatively small subset of all the genes considered, then, from the statistical perspective, the problem reduces to
screening out the non-informative features from the data consisting of vectors X1, . . . , Xp ∈ Rn and identifying a
subset of features that retains the cluster information. As such, identifying the best subset of the genes with respect
to the cluster information is an important statistical endeavor with critical biological implications; see [56] and the
references therein.
Unlike the methods that use downsampling, COSCI can accommodate sample sizes on the order of 106. COSCI
first produces a score, S j ∈ (0, 0.5], for each feature, which reflects its relative importance for clustering, and then
screens out the features with lower scores. When applied to the aforementioned RNASeq data, COSCI orders the
scores of the 8716 genes and selects the top 2304 genes, which include 12 of the 33 lineage markers (see Figure 1,
bottom left; the selected genes are highlighted in solid black and the black dots are the 33 lineage markers). The
heatmap (Figure 1, bottom right) of the expressions for the 19 sub-populations detected via k-means on the COSCI
selected features shows that the inferred sub-populations differ significantly across the 12 selected lineage markers.
After applying k-means to detect the sub-populations on the 2304 genes selected by COSCI we got a misclassification
error (computed as CER = 1− Rand Index, [14, 44]) of approximately 0.15. This error is significantly smaller than
several other methods that are widely used for such clustering problems especially when the proportion of selected
features is taken into account (see Figure 1, top right). We revisit this example with more details in Section 4.2.
1.1. Connections to related statistical literature
Within the statistical literature, a number of recently proposed clustering approaches execute feature screening
as the first step and then rely on conventional clustering techniques, such as k-means, to cluster the remaining data.
For example, Chan and Hall [10] proposed a nonparametric feature screening method that is based on coordinate-wise
excess mass tests [12]. They rank the features using the values of the corresponding test statistic. Feature selection then
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Figure 1: Application of COSCI to RNA-Seq data of G16: At top left we have the heatmap of the 8716 × 2730 expression matrix, where red
denotes high expression and bisque stands for low expression. A priori we know that there are 19 sub-populations among the cells. The goal is to
detect these sub-populations and study their composition with respect to the 33 lineage markers. The plot at bottom left shows the distribution of
feature scores S j. The dashed horizontal line is the screening threshold of 0.188, which is chosen by COSCI. All the features with scores above
the threshold are selected. The black dots are the 33 lineage markers. The heatmap at the bottom right shows the composition of the 19 cellular
sub-populations among the 33 lineage markers. The 12 lineage markers in blue are the selected ones. At top right is the plot of the error rate
(y-axis) vs. the proportion of features selected (x-axis) for different methods. COSCI selects the fewest features and applying k-means or Sparse
k-means to the COSCI selected features returns a smaller error rate.
follows by identifying a kink in the plot of the within-cluster sum of squares versus the number of identified clusters.
Witten and Tibshirani [56] proposed the sparse k-means and sparse hierarchical clustering approaches, which employ
k-means and hierarchical clustering, respectively, on a feature weighted dissimilarity matrix, where the weights are
encouraged to be sparse. Their method is largely inspired by the popular COSA algorithm of [23] and is more adept
at sparse clustering. Recently, Arias-Castro and Pu [2] proposed Sparse Alternate Sum (SAS) clustering, which uses
a hill-climbing approach to solve the sparse k-means optimization problem.
On the parametric side, several model-based clustering approaches have been introduced [40, 54, 57]. These tech-
niques typically maximize a penalized likelihood under a Gaussian mixture model, where the penalization serves the
purpose of implicit feature selection. Jin et al. [34] and Jin et al. [35] propose IF-PCA, which is a two-step clustering
method — the first step conducts coordinate wise feature selection, and the second step performs k-means clustering
on the matrix of left singular vectors of the selected features. The feature selection step uses the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test for normality to rank the features, followed by the use of the Higher Criticism (HC) [16, 17] functional to finally
select the features. Theoretical properties of clustering algorithms that combine feature selection with clustering have
also been recently studied. For example, Azizyan et al. [4] provide information theoretic bounds on clustering accu-
racy of the high-dimensional Gaussian mixtures, while Arias-Castro and Verzelen [3] establish minimax rates for the
problems of mixture detection and feature selection under the sparsity assumption.
Our work is closer to the approaches of [10], [35] and [56], where the objective is to screen out the noise features.
We analyze the problem of feature screening in large scale clustering and propose COSCI — a novel computationally
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efficient screening procedure with strong theoretical motivation. COSCI uses a nonparametric approach to rank order
the features by their clustering leverage. In this respect, it differs from the recently proposed screening techniques,
such as IF-PCA, which rely on a parametric family as a point of reference to gauge feature strength for clustering.
1.2. Organization of the paper
In Section 2 we present and discuss our screening methodology. More specifically, Algorithm 1 provides the
details of the implementation, while Section 2.1 contains the main theoretical motivation and associated results. Sec-
tion 3 provides two approaches that aid the selection of the screening threshold. In Section 4 we conduct a detailed
empirical analysis of our approach using both simulated data and real data from microarray experiments. Section 5
concludes the paper. Proofs and additional technical details are relegated to the Appendix.
2. Methodology and main results
We consider the problem of clustering n observations based on p features in the setting where most of the features
contain no clustering information. Noting that these “noise” features have unimodal marginal distributions (which
may differ across the features), we develop a univariate approach, which, based on the sample observations, evaluates
whether the true underlying density is unimodal. The theoretical and empirical results provided in Sections 2.1 and 4
demonstrate that our approach is successful at screening out the noise and identifying the signal features even in very
high-dimensional scenarios.
The key ingredients of our proposed COSCI methodology are a univariate merging algorithm, which constructs a
clustering tree for each of the features, and a screening of the merge sizes, which identifies the signal features as those
with at least one sufficiently large merge. We discuss each of these components in detail below.
Univariate merging algorithm. With the goal of checking unimodality for each of the feature coordinates, we consider
the following univariate optimization problem:
min
c1,...,cn∈R
n∑
i=1
(xi − ci)2 + λ
∑
1≤k<`≤n
|ck − c` |. (1)
It is based on the observations xi and corresponds to minimizing the within-cluster sum of squares under constraints
on the L1-distance between the cluster centroids ck. Here λ is a non-negative penalty weight. The convexity of the
objective function in (1) has been exploited to develop algorithms for efficiently producing the path of solutions as
a function of the penalty weight [31, 32, 43]. Clustering algorithms based on fusion penalization of this type have
become very popular in large scale clustering [13, 31, 43, 51, 58] and regression analysis [8, 37, 47, 48].
The entire path of solutions corresponding to the objective criterion (1) can be found by a simple merge algorithm
in O(n ln n) operations. Starting with n observations in n clusters, we sequentially merge the nearest (in terms of the
weighted distance as shown in Algorithm 1) adjacent centroids until we are left with just one cluster in the end.
Merge sizes. Given a merge of sub-clusters C1 and C2, we calculate its size, which we define as
α = n−1min(|C1|, |C2|) 1{n−1(|C1| + |C2|) ≥ 0.5}, (2)
where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. The above thresholding of the mass after merge ensures that we only identify
a merge as big if it results in a significantly large cluster. This protects us from the risk of discovering potential big
merges on smaller fragments of the sample, where the nature of these merges can be very fragile due to sampling
fluctuations.
The fundamental working principle of our proposed COSCI approach rests on the following property of the merge
sizes: if x1, . . . , xn are indeed generated by a non-informative density, then the sample merges α1, . . . , αn−1 will be
uniformly small for sufficiently large n. A multivariate version of this property is formalized in Theorem 1 below. In
contrast, if the underlying distribution contains a moderate amount of cluster information, then the merge sequence
will have at least one merge that is big. The last fact is illustrated by Theorem 1 in [43]; see also the discussion above
Corollary 1. Based on these properties of the merge sizes, we conduct the following screening procedure.
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Screening the merges. Given a pre-defined threshold α0, we flag the feature as potential “signal”, if there exists a
corresponding merge, say the ith merge, such that αi ≥ α0.
Our proposed methodology is formalized in Algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1: COSCI procedure for feature screening
INPUT: Data matrix Xn×p and tuning parameter α0.
FOR each j ∈ {1, . . . , p}:
INITIALIZE:
Sort data in ascending order and store them as x = {x1, . . . , xn}.
Set k, the number of clusters, equal to n. For each r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, set cr = {xi}.
REPEAT:
Find consecutive adjacent centroid distances: d(r, r + 1)← (cr+1 − cr)/(|cr | + |cr+1|).
Find clusters with minimum merging distance: r∗ ← argminr d(r, r + 1).
Merge clusters r∗, r∗ + 1, re-label remaining clusters and set k ← k − 1.
Find the merge size, α jn−k, using equation (2).
UNTIL k = 1
STORE: Clustering score: S j = max1≤k≤n−1 α
j
k
FEATURE SCREENING: IˆS = { j : S j ≥ α0}
See Appendix A.3.1 for a detailed description of the computational steps involved in Algorithm 1. We note that
a significant gain in computational time is achievable via a parallel implementation of the top for loop in Algorithm 1
that runs across the p features.
2.1. Theoretical support: Perfect screening property
Let IS and IN be the index sets corresponding to the “signal” and the “noise” features, respectively. Define
pS = |IS | and pN = |IN |. Given feature j, we write S j(τ) for the corresponding largest merge size, computed the
same way as S j in Algorithm 1, but under the restriction that the midpoint between the two merged sub-clusters lies
between the sample quantiles of order 100 × τ and 100 × (1 − τ), where τ is an arbitrarily small but positive number.
Theorem 1, stated below, establishes a uniform non-asymptotic bound on the merge sizes that are produced when
our procedure is applied to the noise features. The regularity conditions, C1 and C2, are imposed on the family
of marginal distributions of the noise features, and are fairly mild. In particular, they are satisfied for location-
scale families of unimodal differentiable densities with a finite first moment. The proof of Theorem 1 is provided
in Appendix A.1. In what follows, a ∨ b = max(a, b) and a ∧ b = min(a, b), for any a, b ∈ R.
Theorem 1. Suppose that regularity conditions C1 and C2, stated in Appendix A.1, are satisfied. For each τ > 0
there exist positive constants c1, c2, b and κ, whose choice does not depend on either n or pN , such that, as long as
pN ≤ exp(κn), inequalities
max
j∈IN
S j(τ) ≤ b ln(pN ∨ n)n
hold with (high) probability bounded below by 1 − c1p−c2N .
The above theorem provides the theoretical justification for the screening step in our proposed procedure. The
result is non-asymptotic, and the proof involves careful analysis of the empirical process associated with the merging
algorithm for each feature. Under a mild restriction on the number of features relative to the sample size, the above
theorem ensures that the clustering scores of all the noise features are uniformly very close to zero. Thus, if we use
any arbitrarily small but prefixed value for the threshold α0, we have theoretical guarantees for perfectly screening out
all the noise coordinates.
It is important to have a small value of α0 to avoid screening out the informative features, which have non-
negligible clustering scores S j. Theorem 1 suggests that αOR0 = b ln(p ∨ n)/n is a reasonable choice. Provided n is
sufficiently large, an approach using the above choice of α0 will not screen out the features identified as multi-cluster
features by the population clustering procedure, defined in Section 2.2 of [43]. The next result, which is a consequence
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of Theorem 1 above and Theorem 1 in [43], formalizes this point. Note that [43] demonstrate, through simulations
and theoretical analysis, that the population procedure generally classifies multi-modal distributions as multi-cluster,
provided the corresponding sub-populations are of reasonable size and have a moderate amount of separation. To
illustrate this fact, in Appendix A.3.4 we provide a detailed summary of how the population procedure performs on a
wide variety of bimodal Gaussian distributions.
Corollary 1. Suppose that regularity conditions C1 and C2, stated in Appendix A.1, are satisfied. Let the cardinality
of the set IS be bounded above by a universal constant. Suppose that the population clustering procedure identifies
each feature in IS as multi-cluster. Then, for all sufficiently small τ > 0 there exist positive constants c1, c2, b and κ,
whose choice does not depend on either n or p, such that
Pr({ j : S j(τ) > αOR0 } = IS ) ≥ 1 − c1p−c2 ,
as long as p ≤ exp(κn).
We view αOR0 as the oracle choice of the threshold. However, it is difficult to evaluate it from the data, primarily
because the constant b depends on the marginal densities g j of the noise features. In the following section, we discuss
several practical choices for the threshold parameter.
3. Estimation of hyperparameters
The COSCI procedure presented in Algorithm 1 requires only one tuning parameter, α0, as an input. The oracle
threshold choice αOR0 is difficult to estimate from the data, as the marginal distributions of the features are typically
unknown. In what follows, we present two approaches for estimating α0 that are adaptive to the sample size n, in the
sense that a larger threshold is chosen for smaller sample sizes.
3.1. Simulation based
We generate data of varying sample sizes from several well-known unimodal distributions and use it to assess at
which values of α0 COSCI will detect no clusters, screen out the corresponding non-informative feature. The eight
unimodal distributions considered in Table A.10 are meant to represent the spectrum of the noise coordinates that
are commonly encountered in real data applications. They include symmetric densities with the support equal to the
entire real line R, densities with heavy tails and those with bounded support.
Table A.10 in Appendix A.3.2 presents the results of this simulation exercise over 100 repetitions. For example,
when the noise coordinate is Gaussian, and the sample size is n = 500, COSCI detects clusters in the majority of
the 100 repetitions when α0 ≤ 0.05. Thus, an appropriate threshold for this case should at least be greater than 0.05.
For larger sample sizes, COSCI detects no clusters with a relatively smaller α0. A general theme that emerges from
this table is that when the underlying density is non-Gaussian with support over all of R or R+ = (0,∞), smaller
thresholds seem to succeed at screening out the corresponding feature, when compared to the Gaussian case for the
same sample size. Similarly to the Gaussian case, densities with bounded support, such as the Beta and the Triangular
distribution, require a larger threshold to succeed. Our practical recommendation is to assume an underlying Gaussian
noise distribution and use α0 as the smallest threshold that detects no clusters given the sample size n. Let αˆ0 be such
a threshold. Then, the selected feature set is IˆS = { j : S j ≥ αˆ0}.
3.2. Data driven
In this section, we use a data driven technique to estimate α0. We work under the large-scale multiple testing
framework of Efron [19] and transform the problem of estimating α0 into a problem of feature selection using the
merge sizes S 1, . . . , S p. One can then read off the optimal α0 from the selected features as
αˆ0 = min
j∈IˆS
S j,
where IˆS holds the indices of the selected features. Let ψ j = 2S j be the test statistic for testing the significance of
cluster strength in feature j. Note that the ψ j’s have a mixture density f given by f (ψ) = pi0 f0(ψ) + (1 − pi0) f1(ψ),
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where f0 is the theoretical null distribution and pi0 is the null prior probability. The exact distributional form of f0
is, however, unknown, primarily because we do not know the underlying distribution of the noise coordinates that
generate the S j’s. Nonetheless, Table A.10 ascertains that f0 is right-skewed on the support [0, 1], with the mass
concentrated around zero for large n. We use the MLE method of [19] to estimate the empirical null distribution from
the observed ψ j’s as a Beta distribution and obtain the estimated false discovery rate (fdr)
T j = pˆi0 fˆ0(ψ j)/ fˆ (ψ j) (3)
under the prescribed assumption that pi0 ≥ 0.9, i.e., at least 90% of the p tests are null and f1(ψ) = 0 on A, where
A = {ψ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ ψ([0.9p])}. This scheme works reasonably well in both the simulations and the real data examples
that we considered. For additional information about fdr see, e.g., Chap. 5 of Efron [18]. For estimating the mixture
density f , we adopt Lindsey’s method [20, 38] that models the histogram bin counts using Poisson regression, treating
the bin centers as covariates. Finally, to select the features we adopt the two-stage approach to signal screening recently
introduced in Cai and Sun [9], the details of which are relegated to Appendix A.3.3.
In the empirical analysis that follows, we estimate IˆS and αˆ0 using the method described above.
4. Empirical analysis
4.1. Simulations
We perform several simulation experiments to gauge the feature screening performance of COSCI under two
scenarios: (i) p < n and (ii) p > n. For scenario (i), we implement two experiments and use the following four
competing approaches of feature screening in clustering to compare the performance of our proposed method:
1. Sparse k-means clustering (SpKM) and hierarchical clustering (SpHC) [56] — we use the R-package sparcl.
2. Sparse Alternate Sum (SAS) clustering [2] — we use the R codes available at the author’s site (see: https:
//github.com/victorpu/SAS_Hill_Climb).
3. Influential Features PCA (IF-PCA) [35] — we use the MATLAB codes available at the author’s site (see http:
//www.stat.cmu.edu/˜jiashun/Research/software/HCClustering/).
4. Excess Mass method (Ex. Mass) [10] for which unfortunately a software implementation is not available in the
public domain. Noting that the excess mass test and the dip test are equivalent in a univariate setting [12], we
implement a version of this method for coordinate-wise feature screening using Hartigan’s Dip test [27, 28].
For feature selection, we select those features for which the multiplicity adjusted [7] p-values from this test are
at most 0.05.
For each of the above methods, we are only interested in their feature selection capabilities and not on their clustering
performance.
For simulation Experiment I, we consider features from a wide range of parametric distributions including corre-
lated features and consider three different sample sizes from low to high. Simulation Experiment I represents scenario
(i); we fix p = 50 and consider a design matrix Xn×50 with pS = 5 and pN = 45. The pN noise coordinates are taken
to be iid standard Gaussian, N(0, 1), while the pS signal coordinates are chosen as follows:
1. X1 ∼ 0.5B(4, 6) + 0.5B(7, 3)
2. X2 ∼ 0.5LN(0.2, 0.35) + 0.5N(4, 0.5)
3. X3 ∼ 0.5L(3, 1.5) + 0.5L(5, 1.5), where L refers to the Laplace or double exponential distribution, and,
4. (X4, X5) ∼ ∑4i=1N(µi,Σi)/4, where
µ1 = (0, 0), µ2 = (0,−4), µ3 = (4, 0), µ4 = µ3 + µ2,
Σ1 = Σ4 =
(
1 −0.85
−0.85 1
)
, Σ2 = Σ3 =
(
1 0.85
0.85 1
)
.
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Table 1: False Negatives and False Positive rates for Simulation Experiment I. Here, IS = {1, . . . , 5}, p = 50. The numbers in parenthesis are
standard errors over 50 repetitions.
n = 200 n = 1000 n = 2500
Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP
0.05 0.06 (0.03) 42.38 (0.22) 0.10 (0.04) 21.26 (0.53) 0.14 (0.06) 6.08 (0.33)
COSCI 0.08 0.22 (0.06) 32.88 (0.35) 0.24 (0.06) 10.24 (0.41) 0.34 (0.08) 2.22 (0.23)
with 0.1 0.34 (0.07) 26.96 (0.43) 0.34 (0.07) 7.14 (0.33) 0.40 (0.08) 1.20 (0.17)
α0 0.12 0.52 (0.08) 22.12 (0.41) 0.50 (0.1) 5.16 (0.27) 0.48 (0.09) 0.82 (0.11)
fixed 0.15 0.74 (0.1) 16.16 (0.48) 0.76 (0.1) 3.28 (0.19) 0.64 (0.09) 0.50 (0.10)
0.2 1.12 (0.1) 9.36 (0.40) 1.04 (0.1) 1.68 (0.15) 0.92 (0.09) 0.30 (0.08)
Data driven 1.8 (0.06) 0.54 (0.13) 0.88 (0.1) 2.14 (0.17) 0.36 (0.08) 1.28 (0.10)
SpKM 2.96 (0.24) 16.04 (2.28) 3.26 (0.26) 13.28 (2.27) 3.9 (0.41) 7.00 (4.19)
Other SpHC 3.34 (0.21) 16.86 (1.15) 2.08 (0.19) 22.54 (0.77) 1.6 (0.40) 24.5 (2.02)
methods SAS 1.46 (0.14) 19.66 (1.15) 1.70 (0.18) 19.52 (1.29) 1.86 (0.20) 17.04 (1.25)
Ex. Mass 2.3 (0.09) 0.00 (0.00) 2.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 2.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
IF-PCA 0.32 (0.07) 17.64 (0.93) 0.10 (0.04) 18.08 (0.86) 0.10 (0.04) 17.24 (0.99)
In this setting, the signal coordinates are all bi-modal and with the exception of X1, X3, the separation between the
adjacent medians is fairly large. For Experiment II, we fix p = 100 and consider a design matrix Xn×100 with pS = 6
and pN = 94. We let half of the pN noise coordinates to be iid standard Gaussian and the other half to be iid Student t
random variables with 5 degrees of freedom. The pS signal coordinates are chosen as follows:
1. (X1, . . . , X5) ∼ as in Experiment I
2. X6 ∼ 0.3N(−2.5, 1) + 0.3N(0, 1) + 0.4N(2.5, 1) which is a non-symmetric, tri-modal density.
For each of the setups described above, columns of the data matrix X are simulated for each n ∈ {200, 1000, 2500}.
We analyze two variants of COSCI: (i) COSCI with α0 fixed over a grid of six values, viz. 0.05, 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.15, 0.2,
and, (ii) COSCI with α0 estimated in a data driven fashion as discussed in Section 3.2. For each method we calculated
two statistics averaged over 50 repetitions: False Negative (FN) — the number of signal features incorrectly identified
as noise; False Positive (FP) — the number of noise features incorrectly identified as signal.
From Table 1, it is evident that SpKM fails to detect at least three out of the five signal features across the three
sample sizes, while SpHC and SAS have relatively better FN performance. The SpHC algorithm faced scalability
issues (marked by dash in the table) for sample size n = 2500. In contrast, IF-PCA correctly identifies the five signal
features. All of these four methods have high false positives. Variations in sample sizes do not seem to affect their
performance in any significant manner. Ex. Mass consistently fails to identify multi-modality in X1 and X3 but has the
Table 2: False Negatives and False Positive rates for Simulation Experiment II. Here, IS = {1, . . . , 6}, p = 100. The numbers in parenthesis are
standard errors over 50 repetitions.
n = 200 n = 1000 n = 2500
Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP
0.05 0.06 (0.03) 84.76 (0.41) 0.1 (0.04) 34.62 (0.71) 0.14 (0.06) 8.2 (0.44)
COSCI 0.08 0.22 (0.06) 61.9 (0.57) 0.38 (0.08) 15.18 (0.54) 0.58 (0.11) 2.64 (0.25)
with 0.1 0.38 (0.08) 49.5 (0.64) 0.52 (0.09) 10.3 (0.40) 0.76 (0.12) 1.38 (0.18)
α0 0.12 0.6 (0.09) 39.32 (0.62) 0.72 (0.12) 7.34 (0.30) 0.96 (0.11) 0.96 (0.13)
fixed 0.15 0.88 (0.1) 28.16 (0.62) 1.06 (0.13) 4.86 (0.26) 1.36 (0.12) 0.58 (0.11)
0.2 1.4 (0.11) 15.9 (0.52) 1.74 (0.12) 2.46 (0.19) 1.86 (0.10) 0.34 (0.09)
Data driven 1.66 (0.08) 2.04 (0.28) 0.86 (0.11) 6.98 (0.24) 0.18 (0.06) 7.04 (0.27)
SpKM 4.36 (0.25) 29.04 (3.23) 5.02 (0.26) 18.42 (3.93) 5.5 (0.50) 14.00 (8.56)
Other SpHC 3.52 (0.27) 38.6 (3.05) 1.54 (0.23) 61.9 (3.18) — —
methods SAS 1.14 (0.15) 58.48 (1.91) 2.1 (0.28) 41.66 (2.95) 1.82 (0.27) 43.9 (2.95)
Ex. Mass 2.36 (0.10) 0.00 (0.00) 2.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 2.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
IF-PCA 1.96 (0.15) 18.46 (2.24) 0.3 (0.06) 38.84 (0.61) 0.14 (0.05) 42.36 (0.23)
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best false positive performance across all the methods. This is not unexpected given that the noise features considered
are uni-modal. For α0 small, COSCI identifies the five signal features (low FN rate) but also incorrectly includes many
noise features as signals (high FP rate). As expected, this trend transitions into a high FN rate and low FP rate for larger
α0’s. This is where the data driven approach to choose α0 is seen to be beneficial. For moderately large n, COSCI,
coupled with the data driven approach, returns a FN rate comparable to IF-PCA but with a significantly smaller FP
rate. The results in Table 2 reveal a similar picture. When both FN and FP rates are taken into consideration, COSCI
delivers the best performance amongst all the competing methods for moderately large n. Even when n = 200, COSCI
returns a FN rate which is only slightly higher than IF-PCA and SAS but enjoys a far better FP rate.
The next two simulation experiments III and IV exemplify scenario (ii) where p > n. We consider noise fea-
tures which include non-symmetric distributions like the Exponential with rate parameter 1, E(1), and heavy-tailed
distributions like the standard Cauchy. This presents an interesting setting especially for methods like IF-PCA that
rely on statistical comparison with a fixed parametric distribution to determine feature importance for clustering. In
experiment III, we have p = 5000 and pS = 7 with
1. (X1, . . . , X6) ∼ as in Experiment I
2. X7 ∼ 0.5N(−1.1, 1) + 0.5N(1.1, 1).
Note that X7 is a bi-modal Gaussian mixture but with a relatively small separation between the modes. The pN
noise features consists of approximately 40% iid E(1) noise along with 30% iid standard Gaussian and 30% iid t5
noise. For Experiment IV, we consider p = 25,000 and add two more signal features so that pS = 9 with
1. (X1, . . . , X7) ∼ as in Experiment III
2. X8 ∼ 0.3L(−3, 1) + 0.35L(0, 1) + 0.35L(3, 1).
3. X9 ∼ 0.3B(8, 2) + 0.35B(5, 5) + 0.35B(2, 8).
Here X8, X9, once again, represent features with a relatively small separation between the modes and, thus, are
particularly difficult examples for modality detection. The pN noise features here include approximately 28% iid
standard Cauchy noise along with 24% iid standard Gaussian, 24% iid t5 and 24% iid E(1) noises. We keep all the
other design parameters of Experiment IV identical to Experiment III. However, we do not include the performance
of SpKM, SpHC and SAS in our analysis of Experiment IV as these algorithms are computationally very demanding
and often exhibited convergence issues in this regime.
From Tables 3 and 4, a drop in the FN performance of both IF-PCA and Ex. Mass is conspicuous. For IF-PCA,
the non-Gaussian noises are identified as signals which are ultimately selected in favor of the true signals under
the HC functional. In contrast, Ex. Mass continues to conclude that some of the difficult multi-modal signals like
X1, X3, X7, X8 and X9 are unimodal. COSCI, with the data driven approach, once again returns the best performance
across all the different sample size regimes considered in these two experiments.
Table 3: False Negatives and False Positive rates for Simulation Experiment III. Here, IS = {1, . . . , 7}, p = 5000. The numbers in parenthesis are
standard errors over 50 repetitions.
n = 200 n = 1000 n = 2500
Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP
0.05 0.12 (0.05) 4341.6 (3.13) 0.82 (0.08) 1,355.3 (3.84) 1.06 (0.07) 274.62 (2.56)
COSCI 0.08 0.48 (0.08) 2979.62 (5.06) 1.26 (0.09) 548.8 (3.11) 1.58 (0.11) 82.86 (1.30)
with 0.1 0.84 (0.11) 2279.44 (4.37) 1.44 (0.1) 349.68 (2.04) 1.76 (0.12) 47.5 (1.08)
α0 0.12 1.22 (0.12) 1764.22 (5.09) 1.68 (0.12) 242.7 (1.75) 1.96 (0.11) 30.8 (0.83)
fixed 0.15 1.56 (0.13) 1215.96 (4.86) 2.04 (0.13) 151.74 (1.21) 2.36 (0.12) 17.64 (0.62)
0.2 2.22 (0.12) 636.62 (3.68) 2.72 (0.13) 69.58 (0.96) 2.86 (0.10) 7.74 (0.44)
Data driven 2.68 (0.12) 297.14 (6.50) 1.32 (0.10) 498.76 (2.86) 0.92 (0.07) 516.28 (4.19)
Other Ex. Mass 4.86 (0.14) 0.00 (0.00) 4.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 4.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
methods IF-PCA 5.68 (0.09) 1802.4 (4.29) 6.00 (0.00) 1943.6 (1.86) 6.00 (0.00) 1970.00 (0.88)
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Table 4: False Negatives and False Positive rates for Simulation Experiment IV. Here, IS = {1, . . . , 9}, p = 25,000. The numbers in parenthesis are
standard errors over 10 repetitions.
n = 200 n = 1000 n = 2500
Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP Avg FN Avg FP
0.05 0.12 (0.05) 18587.2 (8.03) 0.6 (0.22) 5310.00 (22.81) 1.00 (0.1) 1101.67 (11.5)
COSCI 0.08 0.48 (0.08) 12176.00 (10.6) 1.30 (0.3) 2170.00 (11.71) 1.47 (0.192) 339.2 (4.82)
with 0.1 0.84 (0.11) 9221.48 (10.01) 1.50 (0.27) 1397.5 (9.96) 1.6 (0.19) 196 (2.68)
α0 0.12 1.22 (0.12) 7088.34 (9.18) 1.70 (0.26) 976.5 (8.16) 1.73 (0.18) 126 (2.99)
fixed 0.15 1.60 (0.13) 4862.02 (8.61) 2.10 (0.28) 616.40 (7.22) 2.00 (0.22) 72.87 (2.41)
0.2 2.42 (0.12) 2537.76 (6.92) 2.60 (0.27) 279.5 (3.27) 2.8 (0.22) 29.07 (1.65)
Data driven 2.84 (0.14) 1687.34 (17.77) 1.40 (0.30) 1928.3 (18.72) 1.00 (0.1) 1324.8 (19.27)
Other Ex. Mass 7.16 (0.13) 0.00 (0.00) 6.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 5.2 (0.11) 0.00 (0.00)
methods IF-PCA 9.00 (0.00) 4061.2 (17.71) 9.00 (0.00) 5286.5 (17.64) 9.00 (0.00) 5563.3 (12.97)
4.2. Real data examples
We test the performance of COSCI on a number of real data examples. In all these datasets, the number of clusters
/ subpopulations is known a priori. However, unlike the simulation study, we do not know the “true” feature set for
these datasets and thus an estimate of screening performance based on False Negatives or False Positives is impossible.
Instead, we use the following scheme to gauge the performance of COSCI. On each of the datasets considered in this
section, we overlay COSCI with k-means (KM), Sparse k-means (SpKM) and IF-PCA. In other words, we allow
COSCI to screen and select the best features and thereafter, we run classical k-means, Sparse k-means and IF-PCA
on the selected features. While using IF-PCA on the COSCI screened features, we only use the clustering component
of IF-PCA and not its feature selection step. The classification error rates (CER) so obtained from the above three
schemes are then compared to the CER of the competing methods, i.e., k-means, Sparse k-means and IF-PCA, all
without any COSCI screening. For k-means and IF-PCA, we report the average CER over 30 independent replications
and the associated standard error whenever they are bigger than 0.0005. Next, we describe in details the application
of the aforementioned methods on three real datasets. In Appendix A.2.4 the classification results on eleven other
datasets are also demonstrated.
Multi-tissue data: This is a microarray data on different mammalian tissue types. The data were produced by Su
et al. [50] and they hold gene expression from human and mouse samples across a diverse array of tissues, organs and
cell lines. There are n = 102 samples and p = 5565 genes in these data. The tissue types have four categories that
are known and the goal is to identify the sub-populations that correspond to the four tissue types. These data can be
publicly sourced from the R-package FABIA [30]. In Figure 2, we plot the distribution of ψ j (left) along with the rank
ordering of the 5565 features with respect to the scores S j (right). Using the data driven selection procedure, COSCI
selects the top four features and returns an estimate of α0 almost close to 0.4 which agrees well with the threshold
choice prescribed in Table A.10 for sample size 100 and Gaussian noise coordinates. CERs for the aforementioned
classification methods are reported in Table 5.
Cardio data: This data has n = 63 subjects of which 19 are cardiovascular patients and the rest are healthy controls.
The genetic expression of each subject has been recorded for p = 20,426 genes. The goal is to classify the subjects as
healthy or cardiovascular based on expression levels of the p genes. The dataset is publicly available on Brad Efron’s
webpage. In Figure A.4 (Appendix A.2.3), we plot the distribution of ψ j (left) along with the rank ordering of the
20,426 features with respect to the scores S j (right). Using the data driven selection procedure, COSCI selects the top
33 features and results in an estimate of α0 equal to 0.428. Due to the small sample size of this data, the data driven
procedure returns an unrealistic estimate of null proportion pˆi0 = 0.99 when the empirical null distribution is estimated
onA = {ψ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ ψ([0.9p])}. We comment more on this observation after introducing the results in Table 5.
RNASeq data: The RNASeq data discussed in Section 1 is an example where both n and p are large. For such large
values of n, one would expect an asymptotic regime to kick in and hope to see the distribution of ψ j’s concentrated
around a small value. In Figure A.5 (Appendix Appendix A.2.3) (left), we see that approximately 70% of the
coordinates have ψ j ≤ 0.1. Moreover, the distribution of S j (figure A.5 right) has an explicit “elbow” at 0.1, suggesting
that we could take the cut-off on α0 to be 0.1 and select those features with S j ≥ 0.1. This is indeed one of the ways
that we can approach the problem given this data and that would have left us with approximately 2800 features. We,
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Figure 2: MULTI-TISSUE DATA. Left: pˆi0 fˆ0(ψ j) in black dashed line and fˆ (ψ j) in black solid line for all j ∈ {1, . . . , 5565}. Right: Distribution of
S j. The four selected features are marked as ×. The dashed horizontal line is αˆ0 = 0.382.
however, continue with the data driven approach but take A = {ψ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ ψ([0.7p])}. This leads to an estimated
null proportion pˆi0 = 0.70 with the top 2304 features as the selected ones. Estimated αˆ0 is 0.188 which (i) is not far
from the “elbow” in the distribution of S j and (ii) once again agrees well with the theoretical choice prescribed under
Gaussian noises in Table A.10.
We make several comments on the CER’s reported in Table 5. The general theme of those results is compelling.
These examples suggest that feature screening by COSCI can potentially lead to improvements in clustering error
rates even when the underlying clustering algorithm is vanilla k-means. On the Multi-tissue data, IF-PCA and Ex.
Mass fail to select any feature whereas the four COSCI screened features overlaid with IF-PCA clustering clearly
Table 5: This table has three parts. In the first part of the table, we provide some preliminary information on the three datasets. The second part
of the table has CER for the three competing methods. For IF-PCA, we also report the number of selected features after the ‘/’ symbol. In the last
part of the table, CER for COSCI + “clustering method” is reported along with the number of selected features. The numbers in parenthesis are
standard errors over 30 repetitions of k-means and IF-PCA. The standard errors are only reported when they exceed 0.0005. The SAS algorithm
faced scalability issues (marked by dash) for RNASeq data
Multi-tissue Cardio RNASeq
Prelim. n 102 63 2730
info. p 5565 20426 8716
# clusters 4 2 19
SpKM 0.698 0.492 0.157
Competing KM 0.721 (0.002) 0.493 0.157
methods SAS 0.554 / 1307 0.492 / 1071 —
Ex. Mass no selection no selection 0.157 / 6814
IF-PCA no selection 0.486 / 523 0.213 (0.002) / 4358
SpKM 0.396 / 4 0.505 / 33 0.152 / 2304
COSCI + KM 0.397 / 4 0.505 / 33 0.153 / 2304
IF-PCA 0.381 / 4 0.505 / 33 0.156 / 2304
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demonstrates substantial improvement over the competing error rates. A similar observation follows when COSCI is
overlaid with Sparse k-means and k-means. On the RNASeq data, k-means performs well but in this example too,
COSCI screening leads to an overall improvement in the error rate with much fewer features. On the Cardio data,
performance enhancement is not observed primarily due to the small sample size of this dataset. For such low values
of n, the added dispersion in the empirical null often masks relatively weaker signals from being identified. In these
cases, the empirical null distribution may be estimated on a slightly smaller setA = {ψ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ ψ([0.85p])} to improve
clustering accuracy at the expense of a few more features. For example, on the Cardio data with A as prescribed
above, COSCI selects only 129 features but returns a comparable CER of 0.486 using k-means.
4.3. Beyond marginal screening: Two-way interactions
In this section we present an extension of COSCI that can successfully identify pairs of features that hold cluster
information jointly but are un-informative marginally. We expect that these pairs of features will reveal their inherent
cluster strength through a suitable linear combination of the form Xi, ju where Xi, jn×2 is the feature pair using the (i, j)
feature in X and u ∈ R2 with ||u||2 = 1. To determine the optimal u for each feature pair (i, j), we use a grid search in
R2 as follows.
1. Generate a uniform grid of m points uk on the unit circle in R2.
2. For the feature pair (i, j), define Yn×m = {Xi, j uk : 1 ≤ k ≤ m} and use Algorithm 1 to get S (i, j)(u1), . . . , S (i, j)(um)
for the m features in Y .
3. Obtain the feature score for the pair (i, j) as S (i, j) = max1≤k≤m S (i, j)(uk) and the optimal u as u∗(i, j) = argmax1≤k≤m
S (i, j)(uk).
We repeat this procedure for all the p(p − 1)/2 feature pairs and choose
IˆS = unique ({i : S i ≥ α0} ∪ {(i, j) : S (i, j) ≥ α0}).
Often a component of u∗(i, j) will be small indicating that one of the contributing features in the pair (i, j) dominates the
other in terms of cluster strength. In these scenarios, we may run into the problem of including a lot of redundant pairs
in IˆS due to the strong effect of only one of the features. Such issues are easily resolved by using a naive thresholding
rule on u∗(i, j) to select the features and modifying IˆS accordingly:
IˆthrS =

{(i, j) : S (i, j) ≥ α0 and max`=1,2 |u∗(i, j)(`)| < 0.95},
{i : S (i, j) ≥ α0 and |u∗(i, j)(1)| ≥ 0.95},
{ j : S (i, j) ≥ α0 and |u∗(i, j)(2)| ≥ 0.95},
IˆmodS = unique ({i : S i ≥ α0} ∪ IˆthrS ).
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, we consider a simple simulation setting (Experiment V) with
m = 20, pS = 4, pN = 21, and n = 2000. We let the pN noise features be iid Standard Normal, N(0, 1). For the signal
coordinates, we take
1. (X1, X2) ∼ ∑2i=1N(µi,Σ)/2
2. X3 ∼ 0.5B(4, 6) + 0.5B(7, 3)
3. X4 ∼ 0.5LN(0.2, 0.35) + 0.5N(4, 0.5), where
µ1 = (0.9,−0.9), µ2 = −µ1, Σ =
(
1 0.9
0.9 1
)
In this setting features X3 and X4 are bi-modal but (X1, X2) are only jointly bi-modal. Note that the effective dimen-
sionality of the data in this example is pS + pN + m(pS + pN)(pS + pN − 1)/2 = 6025. In Table 6, we report the False
Positive and False Negative proportions produced by applying the aforementioned extension of our proposed COSCI
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Table 6: False Negatives and False Positive rates for Simulation Experiment V. Here, IS = {1, 2, 3, 4}, p = 25. The numbers in parenthesis are
standard errors over 10 repetitions.
n = 2000 / p = 25
Avg FN Avg FP
0.05 0.00 (0.00) 21.00 (0.00)
COSCI 0.08 0.00 (0.00) 21.00 (0.00)
with 0.1 0.00 (0.00) 20.9 (0.10)
α0 0.12 0.00 (0.00) 20.3 (0.26)
fixed 0.15 0.00 (0.00) 18.8 (0.39)
0.2 0.00 (0.00) 13.7 (0.68)
0.25 0.00 (0.00) 3.8 (0.78)
Data driven 0.00 (0.00) 3.1 (0.23)
algorithm. It successfully identifies all the signal coordinates. As expected, higher values of the threshold parameter
improve the FP rate, and the benefit of using the data driven approach to select the features is evident. Once again,
the prescribed theoretical choice (Table A.10), for the Gaussian noises (with n = 2000) agrees with these results.
Table A.7 of the Appendix shows that the performance of the COSCI procedure is not affected even when the noises
are significantly correlated with the features.
5. Discussion
We propose COSCI, a novel feature screening method for large scale cluster analysis problems that are character-
ized by both large sample sizes and high dimensionality of the observations. COSCI efficiently ranks the candidate
features in a nonparametric fashion and, under mild regularity conditions, is robust to the distributional form of the
true noise coordinates. We establish theoretical results supporting ideal feature screening properties of our proposed
procedure and provide a data driven approach for selecting the screening threshold parameter. Extensive simulation
experiments and real data studies demonstrate encouraging performance of our proposed approach.
An interesting topic for future research is extending our marginal screening method by means of utilizing mul-
tivariate objective criteria, which are more potent in detecting multivariate cluster information among marginally
unimodal features. Preliminary analysis of the corresponding `2 fusion penalty based criterion, which, unlike the `1
based approach used in this paper, is non-separable across dimensions, suggests that this criterion can provide a way
to move beyond marginal screening.
Appendix A.
Appendix A.1. Regularity conditions and proofs
We write g j for the marginal density of the standardized jth feature, (X j − EX j)/SD(X j), and let q j denote the
corresponding quantile function. Given feature j, an interval (`, r) and a point a ∈ (`, r), we define the corresponding
population criterion function as G j
`,r(a) = µ
j
a,R − µ jL,a, where µ j`,r is the conditional mean on (`, r) under the population
distribution of the standardized jth feature. Let Pn j denote the empirical measure associated with the observations in
the jth feature and let P j be the corresponding population distribution. We use the term population cluster to refer to
all intervals that appear along the path of the corresponding univariate population splitting procedure, as defined in
[43].
We now formally state the regularity conditions needed in Theorem 1. We suppose that there exist positive
universal constants Cτ and cτ, which depend only on τ, and a positive universal C, such that for all j ∈ IN and
τ ∈ (0, 1):
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C1: The densities g j are differentiable and unimodal. Also,
max
j∈IN
‖g j‖∞ + ‖g′j‖∞ < C, (A.1)
max
j∈IN
|q j(τ)| + |q j(1 − τ)| < Cτ, (A.2)
min
j∈IN
g j{q j(τ)} ∧ g j{q j(1 − τ)} > cτ. (A.3)
C2: For each population cluster (`, r) of the jth feature, satisfying inequality
∫ R
L g j(x)dx ≥ 0.49, and each t ∈
{L,R} ∩ argmaxG j
`,r ∩ [q j(τ), q j(1 − τ)], we have |G j ′`,r(t)| > cτ.
Condition C1 ensures that we have uniform control over the noise densities. Condition C2 is an appropriate adaptation
of a standard regularity condition in M-estimation. As we mentioned earlier, C1 and C2 are satisfied for location-scale
families of unimodal differentiable densities with a finite first moment. The assumption that g j are differentiable can
be slightly relaxed. However, we prefer to keep this assumption, as it simplifies the presentation of the results.
Appendix A.1.1. Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1
We will use “.” to mean that inequality “≤” holds when the right-hand side is multiplied by a positive constant,
which is chosen independently from the parameters p, n, j and c3 (note that the constant is allowed to depend on τ and
1). To simplify the exposition, we will write p for pN , and have index j always correspond to the (noise) coordinates
in IN .
Note that the COSCI approach is invariant to linear transformations. We will assume throughout the proof, without
loss of generality, that the underlying distribution of each feature has mean 0 and variance 1. As a consequence of
standardization, we have
max
j∈IN
E|X j| ≤ 1. (A.4)
Let L j and R j denote the smallest and the largest value, respectively, of the (univariate) cluster formed in the jth
coordinate after the merge corresponding to S j(τ). For the same merge, let a j be the midpoint between the closest
representatives of the two sub-clusters. We define the empirical criterion functions as Gˆ j
`,r(a) = µˆ
j
a,R − µˆ jL,a, where µˆ`,r
denotes the average of the observations on the jth feature that fall in [`, r]. We need the following lemma, which is
proved in Appendix A.1.2.
Lemma 1. For every positive 1 and τ, there exist positive constants c0, c3, c4, c5 and κ, such that, as long as
p ≤ exp(κn), the following inequalities simultaneously hold for all j with probability bounded below by 1 − c4p−c5 :
|{Gˆ jL j,R j (R j) − Gˆ
j
L j,R j
(a j)} − {G jL j,R j (R j) −G
j
L j,R j
(a j)}| ≤ 1(R j − a j) + c3 ln(p ∨ n)n , (A.5)
|{Gˆ jL j,R j (L j) − Gˆ
j
L j,R j
(a j)} − {G jL j,R j (L j) −G
j
L j,R j
(a j)}| ≤ 1(a j − L j) + c3 ln(p ∨ n)n , (A.6)
|Pn j(R j − a j) − P j(R j − a j)| ≤ 1(R j − a j) + c3 ln(p ∨ n)n , (A.7)
|Pn j(a j − L j) − P j(a j − L j)| ≤ 1(a j − L j) + c3 ln(p ∨ n)n , (A.8)
{G jL j,R j (L j) −G
j
L j,R j
(a j)} ∨ {G jL j,R j (R j) −G
j
L j,R j
(a j)} ≥ c0(R j − a j) ∧ (a j − L j). (A.9)
For the remainder of the proof we restrict our attention to the set on which inequalities (A.5)–(A.9) are valid. It
follows directly from Proposition 2 in [43] that a j ∈ argmax Gˆ jL j,R j . Taking 1 = c0/2 in Lemma 1, we derive
0 ≥ {Gˆ jL j,R j (L) − Gˆ
j
L j,R j
(a j)} ∨ {Gˆ jL j,R j (R j) − Gˆ
j
L j,R j
(a j)}
≥ c0(R j − a j) ∧ (a j − L j) − 1(R j − a j) ∧ (a j − L j) + c3 ln(p ∨ n)n
≥ (c0/2)(R j − a j) ∧ (a j − L j) − c3 ln(p ∨ n)n
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Hence, for all j, we have
(R j − a j) ∧ (a j − L j) ≤ 2c−10 c3
ln(p ∨ n)
n
.
Because the densities are uniformly bounded, the left-hand side can be replaced by P j(R j − a j) ∧ P j(a j − L j) at the
cost of an additional universal multiplicative factor on the right-hand side. To complete the proof, it is only left to
replace each P j with the corresponding empirical probability, Pn j. This replacement is justified (again, at the cost of
an additional universal multiplicative factor) by applying inequalities (A.7) and (A.8).
Appendix A.1.2. Proof of Lemma 1
We will focus on inequality (A.5) and, for concreteness, suppose that a j ∈ [(L j + R j)/2,R j]. The rest of the cases
can be handled using analogous arguments.
Applying Theorem 2.14.9 in [52], together with the union bound, we note that, for each positive , we have
Pr
{
max
j
sup
`<r
|Pn j(`, r) − P j(`, r)| > 
}
≤ a1 exp(−a2n − a2 ln n − a3 ln p),
for some positive constants a` that only depend on . Because of the assumption on the magnitude of p, the right-hand
side in the above display can be bounded above by a1p−a4 . Thus, taking into account condition (A.2), as well as
the definition of a j, we can conclude that, with the exception of the corresponding set of small probability, all a j are
uniformly bounded. Moreover, applying Theorem 2.14.9 in [52] again and taking advantage of (A.4), (A.1) and (A.3),
we can deduce that all L j and R j are restricted to a uniformly chosen bounded interval, on which all ‖g j‖∞ and ‖1/g j‖∞
are bounded.
From now on, we focus on all the triples L ≤ a ≤ R in the aforementioned bounded interval, for which Gˆ j
`,r(a)
is well defined. Note that for all such triples, and all j, we have R − a . P j(a,R) and P j(a,R) . R − a. Define
d`,r(x) = (r − x)(r − `)−11(` < x < r) and note that
|µˆ ja,R − µ ja,R| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣Pn jda,R(R − a)Pn j(a,R) − P jda,R(R − a)P j(a,R)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |Pn jda,R − P jda,R| (R − a)P j(a,R) + |Pn j(a,R) − P j(a,R)|
(R − µˆ ja,R)
P j(a,R)
. |Pn jda,R − P jda,R| + |Pn j(a,R) − P j(a,R)| ≡ E1 + E2, say.
Let h`,r(x) = x1(` < x < r). Observe that |Pn jha,R − P jha,R| . E2, and define Dn = max j sup`<r(|Pn jh`,r − P jh`,r |) +
(|Pn j(`, r) − P j(`, r)|). It follows that
|(µ j
`,r − µ jL,a) − (µˆ j`,r − µˆ jL,a)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣P jhL,aP j(a,R) + P jha,RP j(L, a)P j(`, r)P j(L, a) − Pn jhL,aPn j(a,R) + Pn jha,RPn j(L, a)Pn j(`, r)Pn j(L, a)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
. E2 + {(R − a) + E2}Dn.
Applying Theorem 2.14.9 in [52], together with the union bound, we note that, for each positive , we have
Pr(Dn > ) ≤ a1 exp(−a2n − a2 ln n − a3 ln p),
for some positive constants al that only depend on . Because of the assumption on the magnitude of p, the right-hand
side in the above display can be bounded above by a1p−a4 . Thus, to establish the bound in inequality (A.5) we only
need to verify that it holds for E1 and E2, uniformly over L ≤ a ≤ R in the aforementioned bounded interval. We will
focus on E2, as E1 can be handled with only minor modifications to the argument. We need to show that there exist
positive constants c2 and c3 and a sequence of random variables Mn, such that Pr (Mn > c3) . p−c2 and inequalities
|Pn j(`, r) − P j(`, r)| ≤ 1(r − `) + ln(p ∨ n)n Mn (A.10)
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hold for all j and (`, r) contained within the bounded interval. Let M jn be the infimum of all those values for which
equation (A.10) holds in the jth coordinate, and define Mn = max j M
j
n. Recall that we have restricted our attention
to a uniformly bounded interval, on which c4 = max j ‖1/g j‖∞ is positive. Let ξn = ln(p ∨ n)/n, and write A jk,n
for the set of intervals (`, r) that lie inside the aforementioned uniformly bounded interval and satisfy inequalities
(2k−1 − 1)ξn < P j(`, r) ≤ 2kξn. In what follows, constants c` are positive and can be chosen independently from c3, p,
n, and j. Observe that
Pr(Mn > c3) ≤
∑
j
Pr(M jn > c3)
≤
∑
j
∞∑
k=1
Pr
{
∃(`,r)∈A jk,n |Pn j(`, r) − P j(`, r)| > 1(r − `) + c3ξn
}
≤
∑
j
∞∑
k=1
Pr
[
sup
A jk,n
|Pn j(`, r) − P j(`, r)| > ξn{c41(2k−1 − 1) + c3}
]
.
We will bound each summand in the last expression by applying Theorem 2.14.25 in [52] with µn = 2k/2ξn
√
n and
σ2F = 2
kξn. Note that µn is an upper bound on supA jk,n
√
n |Pn j(`, r) − P j(`, r)|, up to some universal multiplicative
factors, as demonstrated in the proof of Lemma 5 in [43]. It follows that
Pr(Mn > c3) ≤
∑
j
∞∑
k=1
exp(−c5c3nξn) exp(−c62k)
. p exp{−c5c3 ln(p ∨ n)} = exp{−c5c3 ln(p ∨ n) + ln p} ≤ p−c6 ,
where c6 can be chosen to be positive as long as we take c5 > 1/c3.
We complete the proof by noting that the remaining bound, (A.9), is implied by conditions (A.1) and C2, the
derivations in the proof of Theorem 1 in [43], and the aforementioned fact that all L j and R j lie in a bounded interval
with high probability.
The result of Corollary 1 follows from our Theorem 1 and Theorem 1 in [43], due to the fact that the clustering
scores, S j, of the signal features are bounded away from zero. 
Appendix A.2. Further empirical results
Appendix A.2.1. Correlated data
Here, we assess the screening performance of COSCI when the data has significant correlation between the fea-
tures. Consider the setup where pairs of features hold cluster information jointly but are un-informative marginally.
The design of this experiment is similar to Experiment V presented in Section 4.3. We set m = 20, pS = 4, pN = 21
and n = 2000. We let the pN noise features be N(0, 1). For the signal coordinates, we take
1. (X1, X2) ∼ ∑2i=1N(µi,Σ)/2
2. X3 ∼ 0.5 β(4, 6) + 0.5 β(7, 3)
3. X4 ∼ 0.5LN(0.2, 0.35) + 0.5N(4, 0.5), where
µ1 = (0.9,−0.9), µ2 = −µ1, Σ =
(
1 0.9
0.9 1
)
.
In this setting features X3 and X4 are bi-modal but (X1, X2) are only jointly bi-modal. Note that the effective dimen-
sionality of the data in this example is pS + pN + m(pS + pN)(pS + pN − 1)/2 = 6025. We introduce dependence
between the signal features (X1, X2) and the Gaussian noise features (X5, . . . , X14) through a Gaussian copula with a
correlation matrix that has all off-diagonal elements equal to 0.9. To introduce dependence between the signal fea-
tures (X3, X4) and the Gaussian noise features (X15, . . . , X25), we use a multivariate t copula with 2 degrees of freedom
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and with a correlation matrix with all off-diagonal elements equal to 0.8. (For additional information about copulas,
see, e.g., [24, 25]). Figure A.3 presents the distribution of observed average linear correlation between the pS signal
features and the Gaussian noise features. The average is across 10 repetitions of the simulated data for n = 2000.
We report the False Positive and False Negative proportions for the aforementioned simulation study in Table A.7.
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Figure A.3: Box plot of the observed average linear correlation between the pS signal features and the Gaussian noise features. The average is
across 10 repetitions of the simulated data for n = 2000.
COSCI successfully identifies all the signal coordinates. Comparing with Table 6, we see that its performance is not
affected due to correlation in the data. As expected, higher values of the threshold parameter improve the FP rate, and
the benefit of using the data driven approach to select the features is evident. We find that correlation among features
does not appear to impact the screening performance of COSCI.
Table A.7: False Negatives and False Positive rates for COSCI in studying the impact of correlation. Here, IS = {1, 2, 3, 4}, p = 25. The numbers
in parenthesis are standard errors over 10 repetitions.
n = 2000 / p = 25
Avg FN Avg FP
0.05 0.00 (0.00) 21.0 (0.00)
COSCI 0.08 0.00 (0.00) 20.7 (0.15)
with 0.1 0.00 (0.00) 19.9 (0.18)
α0 0.12 0.00 (0.00) 18.4 (0.40)
fixed 0.15 0.00 (0.00) 16.0 (0.60)
0.2 0.00 (0.00) 10.5 (0.65)
0.25 0.00 (0.00) 4.0 (0.79)
Data driven 0.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.79)
Appendix A.2.2. Clustering errors
In the simulation experiments of Section 4.1 we evaluated the feature selection performance of COSCI and ob-
tained encouraging results. Here, we check whether COSCI’s better feature selection performance also lead to a
reduction of the clustering error rates in those experiments.
In Table A.8, we present the clustering errors for Simulation Experiments I and II. Recall that for Simulation
Experiment I, the pS = 5 signal features each had two clusters and for Simulation Experiment II, the first five of the
pS = 6 signal features had two clusters and the sixth one had thee clusters. Thus, the true number of clusters in those
experiments is 32 and 96 respectively. As the true number of clusters are so large, traditional clustering dissimilarity
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Table A.8: Clustering Errors for Simulation Experiment I (left) and II (right).
n = 200 n = 1000 n = 2500
0.05 0.178 0.242 0.178
COSCI 0.08 0.238 0.229 0.165
with 0.1 0.264 0.229 0.138
α0 0.12 0.305 0.222 0.122
fixed 0.15 0.338 0.211 0.114
0.2 0.344 0.183 0.121
Data driven 0.195 0.172 0.133
SpKM 0.484 0.46 0.47
Other SpHC 0.495 0.491 0.494
methods SAS 0.495 0.494 0.478
Ex. Mass 0.234 0.203 0.203
IF-PCA 0.478 0.484 0.488
n = 200 n = 1000 n = 2500
0.05 0.279 0.303 0.221
COSCI 0.08 0.3 0.28 0.211
with 0.1 0.316 0.265 0.185
α0 0.12 0.341 0.256 0.176
fixed 0.15 0.370 0.245 0.175
0.2 0.398 0.231 0.184
Data driven 0.248 0.220 0.179
SpKM 0.495 0.486 0.495
Other SpHC 0.509 0.509 —
methods SAS 0.493 0.491 0.495
Ex. Mass 0.283 0.253 0.252
IF-PCA 0.475 0.485 0.486
measures (such as the classification error rates (CER) used in Witten and Tibshirani [56]) fail to distinguish between
good and bad clustering if we compare with respect to all the product clusters. Here, for each signal coordinate we
calculate the CER considering the true cluster labeling to be based on that signal only and report the average CER
across all the signal coordinates as the clustering error. Each simulation experiment was repeated 50 times and the
average clustering error over the 50 repetitions is reported in the tables. For Ex. Mass and COSCI, we use k-means to
perform clustering on the selected features.
In Table A.8, it was seen that COSCI coupled with the data driven approach continues to provide the best CER
amongst all the competing methods. IF-PCA, SAS, SpKM and SpHC exhibit very high CER in these settings even
though their screening performance, especially that of SAS and IF-PCA, was competitive (see Tables 1–2 in Sec-
tion 4.1). COSCI and Ex. Mass return far better CER and as is expected, with n small and increasing α0, COSCI
screening begins to miss the signal features and therefore returns a higher CER. Similar characteristics in the cluster-
ing efficacies were also observed across the other simulation scenarios of Section 4.1.
Appendix A.2.3. COSCI Analysis on Cardio and RNA Seq Datasets
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Figure A.4: CARDIO DATA. Left: pˆi0 fˆ0(ψ j) in black dashed line and fˆ (ψ j) in black solid line for j ∈ {1, . . . , 20426}. Right: Distribution of S j. The
33 selected features are marked as ×. The dashed horizontal line is αˆ0 = 0.428.
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Figure A.5: RNASEQ DATA. Left: pˆi0 fˆ0(ψ j) inblack dashed line and fˆ (ψ j) in black solid line for j ∈ {1, . . . , 8716}. Right: Distribution of S j. The
dashed horizontal line is αˆ0 = 0.188. The 2304 selected features are in black and are above the dashed horizontal line. The black dots are the 33
lineage markers.
Appendix A.2.4. More real data examples
In Table A.9, we present more real data examples to assess the performance of COSCI. We follow the theme
presented in Section 4.2 and overlay COSCI with k-means, Sparse k-means and IF-PCA for each of the eleven datasets
considered below. The first ten data sets are sourced from Jiashun Jin’s webpage (see: http://www.stat.cmu.
edu/˜jiashun/Research/software/GenomicsData/ and Table 1 in [35] for more information on these
data sets.). The last data set is available on Brad Efron’s webpage (see: http://statweb.stanford.edu/
˜ckirby/brad/LSI/datasets-and-programs/datasets.html).
IF-PCA returns a significantly smaller error rate on the Lymphoma, Leukemia and Lung Cancer datasets but
barring these four datasets (Lymphoma, Leukemia, Lung Cancer (1) and Lung Cancer (2)), feature screening by
COSCI returns comparable and often better error rates using fewer features when compared to the best competing
Table A.9: Minimum CER of the competing methods along with the method name. For COSCI, the smallest CER observed for COSCI + “clustering
method” is shown where “clustering method” includes the five competing methods in Table 5. Number of selected features are reported after the
‘/’ symbol.
Min. CER COSCI
Data Set Source n p K Method CER Min. CER Method
ProstateCancer Singh et al. (2002) 102 6033 2 IF-PCA 0.477 / 1551 0.498 / 178 k-means
Lymphoma Alizadeh et al. (2000) 62 4026 3 IF-PCA 0.103 / 42 0.285 / 22 IF-PCA
Brain Pomeroy et al. (2002) 42 5597 5 IF-PCA 0.159 / 453 0.131 / 323 IF-PCA
Colon Alon et al. (1999) 62 2000 2 IF-PCA 0.490 / 25 0.444 / 3 k-means
SRBCT Kahn (2001) 63 2308 4 SAS 0.327 / 246 0.350 / 84 k-means
Leukemia Golub et al. (1999) 72 3571 2 IF-PCA 0.131 / 213 0.430 / 112 IF-PCA
SuCancer Su et al. (2001) 174 7909 2 SAS 0.501 / 526 0.500 / 211 k-means
LungCancer(1) Gordon et al. (2002) 181 12533 2 IF-PCA 0.064 / 251 0.206 / 420 k-means
LungCancer(2) Bhattacharjee et al. (2001) 203 12600 2 IF-PCA 0.341 / 418 0.502 / 260 k-means
BreastCancer Wang et al. (2005) 276 22215 2 IF-PCA 0.484 / 721 0.492 / 1195 k-means
Michigan Subramanium et al. (2005) 86 5217 2 Ex. Mass 0.427 / 4 0.479 /51 k-means
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method. In the datasets of Breast Cancer and Michigan COSCI selects more features than the best competing method
but returns a comparable error rate. Detailed introspection on the four datasets where IF-PCA performs better than
COSCI reveals that the overlap between these two methods in the screening step is minimal here. COSCI fails to
pick up those signal features that pass through its merge size filter and are statistically far away from a Gaussian
distribution. In contrast, IF-PCA precisely picks up these features which happen to be the best features to perform
clustering in these four datasets. In simulation Experiments III–IV and in the real datasets considered in Section 4.2,
the setting is, however, exactly opposite where the best signal features are not uni-modal and the noise features are
not always Normally distributed. In these settings, COSCI prospers and by far returns the best screening performance
than all the other competing methods considered.
Appendix A.3. Algorithm details
Appendix A.3.1. Detailed description of Algorithm 1
input: data matrix Xn×p and tuning parameter α0
output: merge sizes {S j}p1 for p features and feature set IˆS
FOR each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}
INITIALIZE;
k = number of clusters = n
sort x = {x1, . . . , xn} in ascending order
assign cluster mean: ai = xi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
assign cluster size: si = 1, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
assign cluster membership indices of x: I(x) = {1, . . . , n}
WHILE k > 1
Convex Merging Algorithm
/* 1. Find the consecutive adjacent centroid distances */
d(r, r + 1)← (ar+1 − ar)/(sr + sr+1)
/* 2. Find clusters with minimum merging distance */
r? ← argmin1≤r≤k−1 d(r, r + 1)
Merge Sizes
/* 3. Determine merge size α
j
i */
α
j
i = n
−1min(sr? , sr?+1), i =merge index
Screening the Merges
/* 4. Obtain mass after merge mi */
mi = n−1 (sr? + sr?+1)
IF mi < 0.5 then α
j
i = 0
Prepare for the next iteration
/* 5. Merge r?, r? + 1 clusters */
ar? ← (sr?ar? + sr?+1ar?+1) /(sr? + sr?+1)
sr? ← sr? + sr?+1
/* 6. Reduce number of clusters */
k ← k − 1
/* 7. Change cluster and member indices */
FOR ` in (r? + 1) : k, s` ← s`+1, al ← a`+1
FOR ALL I(x) > r?: I(x) = I(x) − 1
Store max merge sizes
store S j = max1≤i≤(n−1) α
j
i
Feature screening
Choose IˆS = { j : S j ≥ α0}
Algorithm 1: COSCI procedure for feature screening.
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Appendix A.3.2. Estimation of Hyperparameters — simulation based
Table A.10: This table reports the % of cases where COSCI detects clusters across varying sample sizes n and thresholds α0.
α0
Unimodal density n 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
100 100 100 99 74 47 28 12
500 100 100 67 33 17 11 7
1000 100 98 49 22 13 6 2
N(0, 1) 2000 100 82 21 10 3 0 0
5000 94 38 3 1 1 0 0
10000 47 6 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 100 59 19 11 3 1
500 99 50 4 0 0 0 0
1000 74 14 0 0 0 0 0
Student t(1) 2000 27 0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 100 96 59 33 14 7
500 100 99 47 10 2 2 0
1000 100 84 7 2 0 0 0
E(1) 2000 95 33 0 0 0 0 0
5000 35 0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 99 52 18 10 2 1
500 99 62 7 1 0 0 0
1000 82 17 0 0 0 0 0
Cauchy 2000 36 3 0 0 0 0 0
5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 100 75 29 13 2 1
500 100 81 11 1 0 0 0
1000 98 40 1 0 0 0 0
L(1) 2000 71 8 0 0 0 0 0
5000 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 100 80 28 16 7 2
GEV with 500 100 82 15 3 0 0 0
shape 1000 99 48 3 0 0 0 0
parameter 2000 68 12 0 0 0 0 0
= 0.8 5000 13 0 0 0 0 0 0
10000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 100 99 78 50 32 19
B(1, 3) 500 100 100 74 28 16 11 2
1000 100 98 37 5 3 1 0
2000 99 80 14 2 0 0 0
5000 88 24 2 0 0 0 0
10000 43 1 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 100 99 84 54 33 22
Triangle distbn. 500 100 100 79 34 15 7 0
∈ [0, 1] 1000 100 98 42 11 4 4 1
with 2000 100 88 28 5 1 0 0
mode at 0.8 5000 98 40 3 0 0 0 0
10000 68 11 0 0 0 0 0
Appendix A.3.3. Two-stage approach to signal screening
We briefly describe the two-stage approach to signal screening introduced in [9]. We start with Eq. (3) where the
estimated fdr has been obtained as
T j = pi0 fˆ0(ψ j)/ fˆ (ψ j)
Order the estimated fdr’s T j from smallest to largest so that T(1) ≤ · · · ≤ T(p). In the first stage, we estimate Stage 1
screening cutoff ks by
ks = min
{
j :
j∑
i=p
(
1 − T(i)) ≤ p(1 − pˆi0)δp}
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with δp = min{p, (ln p)−1} and select the features as
Ss = { j : T j ≤ T(ks)} = {T(1), . . . ,T(ks)}
In the second stage, the so-called Discovery stage, we take the Stage 1 screened fdr’s l{T j : j ∈ Ss} and estimate the
Stage 2 screening cutoff kd by
kd = max
1 ≤ j ≤ ks : 1j
j∑
i=1
T( j) ≤ δp

and select the features as
IˆS = { j ∈ Ss : T j ≤ T(kd)}
Proposition 2 in [9] guarantees that in Stage 1, Ss is the largest subset such that the missed discovery rate (MDR) is
controlled at level δp while in Stage 2, IˆS is the smallest subset such that the false positive rate (FPR) is controlled at
level δp.
Appendix A.3.4. Analysis of the population procedure for Gaussian mixtures
In Table A.11, which is an adapted version of Table 1 in the supplementary material for [43], we document the
behavior of the population clustering procedure for a wide variety of mixtures of two Gaussian distributions on the real
line. For seven different levels of separation between the two means we consider nine different mixing proportions,
from the symmetric case of 50:50 mixing to the highly skewed 10:90 mixing. The behavior of the population splitting
procedure in other cases can be interpolated using continuity arguments. In all of the scenarios, the population
procedure identifies either two clusters or one. The latter happens only in the settings where the separation between
the sub-populations, or the size of one sub-population, is very small. We also present the location of the split point,
s∗ (“NO” denotes the cases where no splits are detected, and, thus, only one cluster is identified), the local minimum
of the density, m, and the split point minimizing the expected misclassification error, sMC. Finally, we report, under
Excess MCE, how much the misclassification error of the population clustering procedure exceeds that of the sMC
based oracle rule.
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Supplementary material
The R code and the data sets used in this paper can be downloaded from the following link -
http://github.com/trambakbanerjee/COSCI.
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